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A Breath of
Fresh Air

Using air purification technology to create cleaner, healthier spaces

Air purification is a state-of-the-art solution
that captures pollutants and expels cleaner,
healthier air. We talked to our experts about
pollutants, health risks and how to eliminate
them with air purification technology.
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As mask mandates are lifted, the question of air
quality is being raised.
Did you know 68% of human diseases are related
to indoor air pollution? Pollen, dust, pathogens,
viruses and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are
all pollutants commonly found indoors and can be
attributed to negative health effects.
So, how do we avoid inhaling pollutants like dust
and viruses? Air purification is a state-of-the-art
solution that captures pollutants and expels cleaner,
healthier air. We talked to our experts about
pollutants, health risks and how to eliminate
them with air purification technology:
Just what IS in the air?
There’s more than just dust floating around in the
air. According to the EPA, particles like pollen,
viruses, mold and VOCs are found indoors. Sources
can include HVAC systems, cleaning supplies,
building and furnishing materials, outdoor air
pollution, people and animals.
While dust and pollen can irritate allergy sufferers,
inhaling mold and VOCs can result in more
serious health ramifications. Through the process
of “off-gassing” (the release of chemicals into the
air), VOCs from paint, air fresheners, cleaning
solutions, fabrics, carpets, etc. can permeate the air
throughout a facility.
Health Risks
Understanding the types of pollutants in indoor
spaces and their associated health effects can help
to manage and minimize them.
Biological contaminants including pollen, mold and
accumulated dust may trigger allergic reactions
and induce symptoms such as sneezing, dizziness,
coughing and fever.

Paint, varnish and other chemical-based or combustion
byproducts are sources of VOCs. Breathing in the
chemicals released by these products can result in both
short term and chronic effects. Short term exposure to
low levels of VOCs may lead to headaches, nausea
and dizziness, while prolonged exposure can be
associated with serious disease and central nervous
system damage.
In spaces where air ventilation is inadequate, the risk
of infection from viruses and pathogens also increases,
especially in crowded areas.
Keeping indoor air clean and fresh
Fortunately, new technology makes it easier than ever
to ensure indoor air is clean, healthy and safe. Air
purification systems have been developed to protect
building occupants from airborne pollutants. These
multi-step systems help to eliminate potential irritants
and health risks. One such technology, by Surgically
Clean Air, removes 99.998% of pathogens from the air
at up to 448 CFM (cubic feet per minute). The system
addresses viruses, bacteria and other pathogens as
well as larger-particle pollutants. Operating at only 58
decibels, the system is quiet and unobtrusive while
making commercial, institutional, educational, longterm care and industrial spaces healthier and more
comfortable.
Learn more about the latest advancements in air
purification - contact us to book a demonstration,
today!
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Spring is in the air
Spring Cleaning Essentials

REGARD® Northern Glo
Floor Finish
Keep your facility’s largest
investment protected with
REGARD® Northern Glo
Floor Finish.
This floor product provides
a long-lasting polished finish
and protects from wear and
tear to keep floors looking
their best. Pair this finish with
the REGARD® Artic Blast
Stripper for optimal results.

Tork SmartOne Mini Toilet
Roll Dispenser
Looking for the right toilet roll
dispenser for your restroom?
Improve restroom hygiene
with the Tork SmartOne Mini
Toilet Roll Dispenser.
The sheet-by-sheet
dispensing system reduces
consumption by up to 40%
and its enclosed design
keeps the roll fully protected
and more hygienic.

REGARD® Hand Roll
Towel
Effective hand hygiene is
an essential part of every
facility’s cleaning program.
Help keep your facility safer
with REGARD® Hand Roll
Towel.
Add these high-quality
paper towels to your facility’s
cleaning and hygiene
program to help reduce the
spread of bacteria.

Rubbermaid® REFINE Waste
Containers
The Rubbermaid® REFINE
series are designed to
fit seamlessly into any
commercial space for a
discreet look that enhances
the overall environment.
Available in a variety of
shapes and sizes, including
round, half round, and slim
designs to fit into any space.

Manufacturer Code:
61270304

Manufacturer Code:
684008

Manufacturer Code:
13150040

Contact your rep for
availability.
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Hit the floor running
Our how-to’s to keep facility floors looking their best

Now that winter is over, floors in your facility need extra attention! Mud,
dirt and rainwater leave layers of dried grime on your floors and carpets
that can cause permanent damage. Regular maintenance with the right
finishing products and equipment will ensure longer lasting, cleaner floors.
1. Vacuum floors regularly
Entryways and hallways that see a lot of foot traffic should be cleaned regularly. Floors should be
mopped free of mud and dirt every few hours whereas sweeping and vacuuming should be done
once a day or as required. By doing this you can avoid the buildup of dirt and mud as well as rain
tracked in from outside.
2. Take care of cleaning tools
Maintaining automated cleaning equipment is important to ensure a clean facility. Not only will the
equipment work better but maintaining it will also increase its service life. When it comes to floor
products and tools, mops, pads and other equipment should only be used when cleaned and rinsed
to achieve their full cleaning capability. Looking for an equipment repair or help maintaining your
machine’s peak performance? Contact our factory-trained service technicians today!
3. Scrub, strip and recoat
Mopping and vacuuming may be sufficient for day-to-day floor care, but periodic refinishing is
critical. You will need the correct floor pads and equipment to strip (remove a finish) or scrub (clean
a coat of dirtied finish) floors. Then, floors will need to be recoated using the appropriate finish. Our
floor care experts can assess your flooring and recommend an appropriate floor care program.

REGARD® Floor Pads
Keep your floors sparkling with REGARD® Floor
Pads. This line of floor pads will help you tackle
a variety of floor care tasks from stripping and
scrubbing to regular cleaning. With the ability to
mix and match, REGARD® Floor Pads will help
you achieve a spotless finish unique to your facility.
Looking to rescue winter-weary floors?
Ask our cleaning and hygiene experts about
REGARD® Floor Pads today!
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4 steps for
proactive
cleaning
The secret to reopening – and
staying that way!

Over the past two years, facility maintenance
professionals have helped businesses not only
clean for appearance, but practice proactive
cleaning for health and hygiene. Here’s how
you can effectively implement proactive
cleaning in any environment.
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1. Set a cleaning benchmark
The first step to ensuring your facility meets
its cleaning goals is to assess the current
cleaning program. This will help to identify key
cleaning areas that need to be addressed with
additional cleaning processes. High-touch
surfaces, traffic flow and building occupancy
are all key factors to take into consideration
for benchmarking. This established cleaning
standard will dictate cleaning tasks, frequency,
specific products and labour needed to
successfully keep spaces clean and safe.

Your smart
cleaning assistant

2. Proactively ramp up cleaning
With a benchmark protocol in place, the next
step for increased infection prevention is to
prepare all areas for increased foot traffic.
Focusing on promoting proper hand hygiene,
ensuring adequate product supply and
prioritizing touchpoint cleaning is key to keep
facility healthy and safe.
3. Verify and validate cleaning
When it comes to knowing if a space is
actually clean, having systems in place to
verify and validate cleaning effectiveness is
key. Track all cleaning activities using a smart
cleaning management system. These digital
systems store cleaning protocols, products
and cleaning plans, and work as a roadmap to
guide staff through necessary cleaning tasks.
They also have powerful reporting tools that
provide detailed insight into cleaning activities
and compliance with cleaning protocols.
This is especially helpful when keeping track
of touchpoint cleaning and disinfecting that
needs to be performed multiple times a day.
4. Train, Train and Retrain
Verifying and validating cleaning can help
pinpoint areas where cleaning effectiveness
can be improved. Training cleaning teams
based on this data ensures consistent, highquality results.

WandaNEXT™ is the IOT platform that allows cleaning
teams to log cleaning activities by scanning a room’s
specific QR code, allowing for touch-free, accurate task
logging. It also allows patrons to quickly and easily scan
the codes to alert cleaning teams to service issues,
elevating their experience and positioning the facility as
exceptionally well maintained, clean and safe.

Talk to our Cleaning & Hygiene experts to learn
more about how these innovative tools can be
customized to suit your facility’s unique needs.
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Maximize
Productivity
Labour saving innovations

Liberty SC50 by Nilfisk

Keep the floors in your facilities clean and dry with the
Liberty SC50 by Nilfisk. New in autonomous scrubber
technology, the SC50 can cover up to 55,000 square
feet of floor space on a single charge. Designed with
three cleaning modes to plan the perfect cleaning
experience for your facility, this autonomous scrubbing
machine can adjust routes to avoid obstacles like
people, leaves the floor dry after cleaning and supports
green cleaning initiatives
With a 98% to 99.5% coverage rate and the need for
minimal oversight, the SC50 will clean the floors in
your facility while leaving your employees free to focus
on other tasks, thus increasing productivity.

Contact our Cleaning and Hygiene experts
to learn more about autonomous cleaning!

Scott® Essential Roll Towel Systems

Are you ready to elevate the hand drying experience
your facility? Scott’s Essential Manual and Automatic
Roll Towel System was designed to provide a hasslefree loading and dispensing experience. With both
manual and automatic options, this roll towel system
is efficient, easy to operate and can save employees
up to 7 days of labour annually.
The automatic variety of Scott’s system is 99.9%
jam free, allowing you to set it and forget it until it’s
time to reload the towels. On one set of batteries, the
automatic system dispenses over 120,000 towels,
equivalent to 60,000 dry hands and five years of use.

Looking to implement an efficient towel
dispensing system in your facility? Talk to our
experts today!
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Missed
National
Cleaning
Week?

No problem!

Healthy
Facility
Cleaning
Guide

Cleaning for health is crucial all year
long. Our Healthy Facility Cleaning
Guide is here to help!
Download our Free Healthy Facility
Cleaning Guide for step-by-step
guides and cleaning best practices to
help keep your facility safe, healthy
and looking its best!

You can still view our full
week of content on the
Bunzl Canada social media,
including our Sit Down With
Our Experts video series!

Get a comprehensive look at touch
point cleaning, hand hygiene, PPE,
cleaning & disinfecting and much
more.

Learn about the latest cleaning and
hygiene industry news, techniques and
innovation straight from our experts! We
released short videos from our experts on
a variety of topics including:

Download your
copy today!

•
•
•
•
•

Download your free copy today!

Autonomous cleaning
Air purification
Equipment service
Outbreak prevention
and More!

Watch all of our expert videos on the
Bunzl Canada YouTube channel.
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bunzlch.ca/lets-connect/
1-866-512-8695

